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Abstract: Metal additive manufacturing technologies have large potential for future use in load 1

bearing aerospace applications, requiring a deeper understanding of mechanical performance and 2

influencing factors. The objective of this study is to manufacture fatigue specimens by laser powder 3

bed fusion with comparable bulk and different as-built surface quality (without post-processing). 4

This goal was pursued by using identical bulk/hatch scan parameters while varying contour scan 5

parameters. The bulk quality was evaluated by density measurements according to Archimedes’ 6

principle and tensile testing. The surfaces were investigated using the optical fringe projection 7

method and surface quality was assessed by the areal surface texture parameters Sa (arithmetic mean 8

height) and Sk (core height, derived from material ratio curve). The resulting mean values of σmax 9

(ultimate tensile strength) were between 375 and 405 MPa, which is a variation of roughly 8%, for 10

seven different surface conditions. It could be confirmed that the influence of contour scan variation 11

on bulk quality is insignificant for the assessed samples. 12

Keywords: Additive Manufacturing; Laser Powder Bed Fusion; Mechanical Testing; Tensile Strength; 13

AlSi7Mg0.6; Surface Quality; Bulk Quality; Areal Surface Texture Parameters 14

1. Introduction 15

Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) in par- 16

ticular, are of extraordinary interest for the aerospace industry. Advantages of these 17

technologies include a large increase in geometrical freedom and potential savings of ma- 18

terial and overall production cost [1]. They are especially useful when looking into load 19

bearing applications, however, they require a deep understanding of mechanical properties 20

and their influencing factors. In order to understand the effect of as-built LPBF surface 21

quality on cyclic loading, it is important to look into specimens with different surfaces but 22

comparable bulk properties. 23

Considering the correlation of surface texture and fatigue for metal additive parts, mainly 24

studies on different surface states obtained from post-processing or from variation of build 25

orientation are found in literature [2–4], with the latter resulting in the assessment of a 26

combined bulk and surface effect. 27

Thus, this work aims at creating these specimens and confirming the comparability of bulk 28

quality by density measurements and tensile testing, as well as the difference of as-built 29

surface quality, described by areal arithmetic mean profile height Sa and core height from 30

the material ratio curve Sk. 31

2. Materials and Methods 32

2.1. Manufacturing 33

The evaluated samples were manufactured in an LPBF process on a Trumpf TruePrint 34

1000 from AlSi7Mg0.6 aluminium alloy powder. Specifications of geometries and manufac- 35

turing settings are given subsequently. 36
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Figure 1. Top view: sample orientation w.r.t. coater (top left), example of build job layout (bottom
left), individual tested sample (middle) and finished build job on platform (right).

Figure 2. Exposure strategy for bulk and contour scan: Bulk scan direction is rotated by 66◦ (schematic
representation, not true to scale) after each powder layer application.

2.1.1. Sample Geometry 37

There were two kinds of samples used in this work: Cuboids (height 10 mm, width 10 38

mm, thickness 5 mm) and fatigue specimens according to ASTM 466-15 [5] (height 80 mm, 39

smallest cross section 6 mm, thickness 3mm). The latter type is shown in Figure 1. 40

2.1.2. Manufacturing Parameters 41

Tables 1 and 2 as well as Figures 1 and 2 contain detailed information on the manufac- 42

turing process. 43

Powder layers were exposed to the laser by a pattern of parallel stripes in the bulk, changing 44

direction by 66◦ after each layer, and a continous scan of the geometric contour. Sky writing 45

was applied to ensure the laser source was moving at the chosen speed prior to exposure. 46

The samples were placed on the build platform at a 45◦ angle w.r.t. coater and gas flow, 47

as shown in Figure 1. Bulk scan parameters were identical for all samples, as specified in 48

Table 1 and originate from a previous density optimisation study. 49

The contour scan parameters were varied, intending to achieve a variation of surface prop- 50

erties. Maintaining layer thickness, hatch distance and laser power, the scan speed was 51

modified between 300 mm/s and 1800 mm/s, paired with the settings with and without 52

additional pre-sinter at 50% laser power, resulting in a total of ten manufacturing parameter 53

combinations. 54

The samples with identical parameter combinations were named by a designated letter 55

according to Table 3 with consecutive numbering, e.g.: A1 → Contour parameter set A 56

(scan speed 300 mm/s, with pre-sinter), mechanical testing sample No. 1. 57
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Table 1. Bulk scan parameters.

Material Layer thickness Hatch distance Scan speed Laser power Pre-sinter

AlSi7Mg0.6 30 µm 0.12 mm 1000 mm/s 195 W No

Table 2. Variation of contour scan parameters.

Material Layer thickness Hatch distance Scan speed Laser power Pre-sinter

300 mm/s
600 mm/s Yes

AlSi7Mg0.6 30 µm 0.12 mm 900 mm/s 195 W
1200 mm/s No
1800 mm/s

2.2. Characterisation and Testing 58

2.2.1. Density 59

The first step toward the assessment of bulk quality was the measurement of part 60

density. For this purpose, the cuboid samples (3 samples for each of the 10 different 61

manufacturing parameter sets) were weighed in air and ethanol and the density was 62

calculated according to Archimedes ([6]). Each measurement was performed three times 63

and the final density result reported per sample was the respective mean value. 64

2.2.2. Surface Texture 65

The surfaces were measured using a Keyence VR3200 fringe projection system. The 66

micro camera setting at a magnification of 40x was applied, resulting in a lateral resolution 67

of 7.4 µm. For the cuboid samples, selected ISO 25178 areal parameters were evaluated 68

for a square area with an 8 mm length, measured perpendicular to the build direction on 69

the side facing away from the coater, as indicated in Figure 1. A linear level operation, an 70

S-filter of 20 µm and an L-filter of 0.25 mm were applied. 71

The chosen areal surface texture parameters to assess surface quality are Sa, the arithmetic 72

mean height, and Sk, the core height from the material ratio curve. Sa was selected due to 73

it’s common use in research and industry [7]. Sk is used because it gives a more distinctive 74

information on the surface texture (for more information, please refer to [8, p.56]). 75

2.2.3. Tensile Testing 76

The tensile strength was tested using a ZWICK/Z050 in accordance with ASTM E8M 77

[9]. A preloading of 35 N and a speed setting of 0.48 mm/min were selected. 78

The required cross sectional areas of the tested specimens were obtained from a digital 79

caliper. 80

2.3. Workflow Summary 81

Figure 3 gives a summary of this work’s process steps. 82

At the first manufacturing stage, 30 cuboid samples were made. All of these were made 83

with identical bulk scan parameters, paired with 10 variations of contour scan parameters, 84

Table 3. Naming of sample groups based on contour scan variation.

Scan Speed in mm/s 300 600 900 1200 1800

Pre-sinter A C E G I

No Pre-sinter B D F H J
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Figure 3. Workflow summary.

resulting in 3 cuboid samples per parameter set combination. 85

Afterwards, the cuboids’ densities and surfaces were measured in order to get a first assess- 86

ment of bulk quality on one hand and rating based on the surface quality on the other hand. 87

Based on these evaluations, parameter sets were chosen to produce samples for mechanical 88

testing. Details on the selection process can be found in Section 3.2. 89

For seven manufacturing parameter sets chosen based on the cuboid assessment, six sam- 90

ples each were made for mechanical testing. 91

As a final part of this work, tensile testing according ASTM E8M [9] was performed. 92

In subsequent studies, fatigue performance was investigated for a selection of the manufac- 93

turing parameter sets. A part of these studies is already published [10]. 94

3. Results and Discussion 95

3.1. Density 96

Density was measured in order to get a first impression of the bulk quality and confirm 97

that it is not influenced significantly by the variation of contour scan parameters. 98

The data shown in Figure 4 confirm a density of over 99% for all of the measured samples 99

with a reference density of 2.68 g/cm³ (theoretical maximum). Taking a 95% confidence 100

interval into account, data sets A and B are below that 99% value. Data set A has a lower 101

boundary value at 98.84%, which is also the lowest overall value. 102

Considering all the data sets, the only statistically distinctive sets are B and G. However, 103

they cannot be distinct from all remaining data sets. 104

It can be concluded from the performed Archimedes density measurements, that there is 105

no statistically significant influence of the variation of contour scan parameters on the bulk 106

quality. 107

Figure 4. Density per manufacturing parameter set, Mean ± 2SD; Reference den-
sity: 100% = 2.68 g/cm³
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3.2. Surface texture 108

The purpose of this section is to confirm that the created samples with different con- 109

tour scan parameters show a variation and are distinguishable by means of the selected 110

areal surface texture parameters Sa and Sk. 111

From visual inspection of the microscopic images in Figure 5 it can be observed that at first 112

sight, there was a variety of as-built surface conditions achieved. The A and B conditions 113

look mostly smooth with small dots and few linear defects (length below 1 mm, oriented 114

parallel to the layers). Increasing the contour scan speed, surfaces appear to have more 115

and bulkier linear defects (C and D). The D image also seems a little blurry, which is a 116

sign of increasing height variation on the surface. This effect becomes more clear when 117

increasing scan speed even further (E and F). On surface F there are a few circular shadows 118

present, which may be spatter or local accumulations of powder particles. Surfaces G to J 119

are hardly distinguishable visually. All show circular shadows of different sizes, which are 120

mostly particle agglomerations and accumulations, and an underlying irregular structure. 121

G shows some darker areas, which may be an issue of different lighting conditions or 122

height differences on the surface itself. 123

124

Figure 5. Microscopic images of samples with variation of contour scan speed, from lowest (left) to
highest (right).

Figure 6 shows Sa (left) and Sk (right) values. The surface conditions are sorted by 125

contour scan parameters. To the right, results for sample sets exposed to pre-sinter are 126

presented, to the left of each graph, results for simple contour scans are shown. The scan 127

speed increases from the middle to the edge. This representation is chosen to view the 128

effect of both scan settings separately while giving a direct comparison, as this setting 129

presumably influences the mechanical performance under cyclic loading due to its impact 130

on near surface defects. 131

The graphs give the mean (blue line) ± two standard deviations (SD, dashed blue line). 132

Colours mark the surface conditions which can be distinct by the selected parameters at 133

95% confidence level (±2SD). The first group (red), includes surface conditions A to D, 134

conditions E and F form the second group (green), conditions G and H (purple) are the 135

third group, and finally, the fourth group (orange) comprises conditions I and J. 136

Especially looking at the Sk graph, it can be seen that the 2SD lines of D and A/B not overlap, 137

while all three conditions have overlap with C. Conditions E and F show comparable mean 138

values for Sa and Sk and it was decided to keep set E, as it was the original starting point of 139

the variation, and discard condition F. 140

Parameter set J is chosen as the set with the highest mean value for Sa. From the low Sa / Sk 141

group (red), A was chosen as set with the lowest mean values, C and D were selected to 142

compare the possible impact of pre-sinter with otherwise identical process settings (see 143

Table 3). G and H will be considered for the same reason as conditions with higher Sa / Sk. 144

Numerical values associated with Figure 6 are included in Table A1. 145
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Figure 6. Sa and Sk for samples with different contour scan. L-filter 0.25 mm, S-filter 20 µm.
Mean ± 2 SD.

3.3. Tensile testing 146

Figure 7 shows the tensile testing results for longitudinal specimens manufactured 147

using the contour parameters sets selected according to the previous surface texture charac- 148

terisation (A, C, D, E, G, H, J). Density values for the mechanical testing samples, alongside 149

with all numerical data presented in Figure 7, are included in Appendix A. 150

Similar to the results from density determination, there is no statistically significant differ- 151

ence in ultimate tensile strength. The mean values of the individual surface conditions are 152

between 374 and 406 N/mm², which is equal to a variation of less than 8%. 153

For context, reported values in literature for as-built of the same material and build direc- 154

tion, vary between 300 N/mm² [11] and over 400 N/mm² [12–14]. For the cast alloy with T6 155

heat treatment, typically values of ultimate tensile strength between 320 and 360 N/mm² 156

are reported [14]. Hence, the tested samples perform equally well as or better than other 157

as-built LPBF AlSi7Mg0.6 specimens and mostly exceed the strength of the cast material. 158

From the graph it can be observed, that the standard deviation seems to be increasing for 159

rougher surface texture. A possible explanation is its influence on the caliper cross section 160

measurement. Since the ultimate tensile strength does depend on the cross sectional area. 161

The caliper may be locked by protruding features, leading to a variation of measured cross 162

section. 163

From the tensile testing results, in combination with those from density and surface texture 164

characterisation, it can be concluded that creating samples with comparable bulk quality 165

and different surfaces by means of variation of contour scan parameters was achieved. 166

Figure 7. Ultimate tensile strength for seven different surface conditions.
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4. Summary and Future Work 167

This work aimed at producing samples with identical bulk and different surface quality 168

for future fatigue investigations. The variation of surface texture could be achieved by 169

variation of contour scan speed and was assessed by optical fringe projection measurements. 170

The comparable bulk quality was confirmed by means of Archimedes’ density and tensile 171

testing. 172

The following conclusions can be derived from the previously presented work: 173

• Contour parameter variation has a small influence on bulk quality (i.e., density and 174

tensile strength) of tested samples 175

• Rougher surfaces show the tendency for larger spread of ultimate tensile strength 176

across the tested samples (possible caliper influence) 177

• Manufactured samples are considered suitable for subsequent work on surface texture 178

and fatigue [10]. 179

Ongoing work and partially published work based on this study includes investigations on 180

fatigue and surface texture [10,15] and alternative surface texture parameters [10,16]. The 181

latter comprises parameters derived from the material ratio curve as well as selected surface 182

feature parameters, both defined in ISO 25178 [17]. Furthermore, LPBF-specific surface 183

features for a part of the samples presented in this work are evaluated using commercial 184

software [18]. 185

In upcoming work, further investigations on surface texture, surface features and their 186

influence on fatigue and corrosion will be addressed. 187
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Abbreviations 199

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript: 200

201

AM Additive Manufacturing
LPBF Laser Powder Bed Fusion
SD Standard Deviation
Sa Arithmetic mean height [µm]
Sk Core height, derived from material ratio curve [µm]
σmax Ultimate tensile strength [N/mm²]

202
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Appendix A 203

Table A1. Sa and Sk for cuboid samples, 10 surface conditions L-filter 0.25 mm, S-filter 20µm. With
pre-sinter (right), without pre-sinter (left).

Parameter Set J H F D B A C E G I
Scan speed / mm/s 1800 1200 900 600 300 300 600 900 1200 1800

Sa / µm, Mean (N=3) 5.94 3.88 2.33 1.82 1.54 1.42 1.63 2.17 3.61 5.85
Sa / µm, SD 0.10 0.34 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.61

Sk / µm, Mean (N=3) 15.93 10.25 6.66 5.35 4.53 4.30 4.88 6.49 10.50 16.09
Sk / µm, SD 0.26 0.67 0.24 0.15 0.05 0.18 0.15 0.06 0.37 1.18

Table A2. Ultimate tensile strength and relative density of tensile samples. Reference density
2.68 g/cm³. 7 surface conditions.

Parameter Set A C D E G H J
N 6 6 6 6 6 5 5

σmax / MPa, Mean 374.21 387.96 401.42 391.63 405.90 400.87 388.79
σmax / MPa, SD 16.33 15.55 7.37 5.26 10.33 14.54 11.04

Relative Density / %, Mean 99.85 99.68 99.52 99.61 99.69 99.58 99.74
Relative Density / %, SD 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.11 0.17 0.28 0.20
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